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La dr.ssa Marina Caputo dichiara di aver ricevuto negli ultimi due 
anni compensi o finanziamenti dalle seguenti Aziende 
Farmaceutiche e/o Diagnostiche:

- Novo Nordisk
- Astra Zeneca

Dichiara altresì il proprio impegno ad astenersi, nell’ambito dell’evento, dal nominare, in 
qualsivoglia modo o forma, aziende farmaceutiche e/o denominazione commerciale e di non fare 
pubblicità di qualsiasi tipo relativamente a specifici prodotti di interesse sanitario (farmaci, 
strumenti, dispositivi medico-chirurgici, ecc.).

DISCLOSURES





Di Francesco A et al. Science 2018
Lotti S et al, Nutrition, Metabolism & Cardiovascular Diseases 2023

CIRCADIAN BIOLOGY



FOOD and FASTING are the most important modifiable 
environmental factors for human health.
They affect lifespan and susceptibility to diseases.



Stockman MC et al. Curr Obes Rep 2018



Gat-Yablonski G et al. Nutrients 2015





Patterson RE et al. Ann Rev Nutr 2017



ALTERNATE-DAY FASTING
Alternate-day fasting allows you to eat normally on non-fast days, but you then restrict the number of  calories 
consumed on fast days to around 25% of  your usual intake. Normal caloric intake ranges anywhere from 1,600 to 
2,400 for women and from 2,000 to 3,000 for men depending on age and level of  physical activity.

THE 5:2 PLAN
The 5:2 plan is similar to alternate-day fasting. On five days of  the week, you eat normally. On the other two days of  
the week, you restrict the number of  calories consumed to around 500–600. Fast days should not be consecutive 
days.

WEEKLY 24-HOUR FAST
With this style, you eat normally six days out of  the week but fast completely during a 24-hour period. This style can 
be very difficult to maintain since it requires consuming only liquids for 24 hours straight

FAST FOR A SET NUMBER OF HOURS EACH DAY (16: 8) (TIME-RESTRICTED FEEDING)
You have a window of  time during which you eat, and you then fast for the remainder of  the day. The number of  hours 
fasted is unique to each individual.

FASTING MIMICK DIET
Reduced caloric intake (~30% of  energy needs) for five consecutive days before returning to normal eating cycles of  
FMD once a month or every 3 to 4 months per year.



You have a healthy relationship
with food

You can control your eating once 
you break your fast 

You feel sharper and more 
productive during the fast 

You are in good health

You have little stress or it is well
managed

You have a history of  eating
disorders

You overeat once you break your
fast 

You are preoccupied with food 
during the fast 

You are experienced hormonal
issue

You are in a stressful period of  
your life

FOR ALL?
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Zheng D et al. Trends Immunol 2020
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MICROBIOTA







BIAS: 
- Inclusion of studies of very 

low-calorie diets 
- Control group: a standard 

diet consisting of either a 
healthy pattern dietary 
recommendation with caloric 
deficit or normal caloric 
intake







Nutrients 2019



Few and short clinical trials

Discrepancies among some 
studies 

Potential differences among
fasting regimens

Age-related and genetic effects
(children, older individuals)

Acute diseases (infections)

“FOOD” FOR THOUGHT



TAKE HOME MESSAGES

ü Dietary interventions that are accompanied by long fasting periods have emerged as promising strategies to
target a myriad of clinical parameters that constitute triggers for metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular
disease, cancer, and even neurodegenerative diseases.

ü Although the specific mechanisms are far from being fully understood, the periodic absence of energy intake
appears to improve multiple risk factors and, in some cases, reverse disease progression in mice and
humans.

ü More studies on circadian genomics, transcriptomics, and metabolomics of the host and microbiota are
needed to shade more light on this new topic and allow a safe personalized chrono-nutrition.

ü Although promising, these approaches are still experimental and should not be initiated without medical
supervision.
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